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INT. FAST FOOD JOINT- CONTINUOUS1 1

Two Filipino siblings, RONNY (23) and JUSTINE (20), and 
Ronny's Chinese friend DANNY (22) stand in line at a PACKED 
FAST FOOD JOINT. Ronny is an attractive boy with an air of 
confidence; Justine is a tomboy, and Danny is a tag-along 
with far too much bling.

Ronny wears pristine kicks and Danny wear a very rare type of 
sneaker. Ronny checks his cell-phone for the time. He's 
irritated by the LONG LINE.

RONNY
Alright, Jus. Tell me again.

She sips on her BUBBLE TEA (BOBA) with tapioca at the bottom. 
Justine rolls her eyes and sighs in exasperation when she 
sees he's serious.

JUSTINE
Size TEN! God, I'm not going to 
forget that ONE THING!

RONNY
Relax, I just need to make sure.

JUSTINE
Make sure of this.

She grabs her crotch. Danny feigns disgust.

DANNY
Appalling.

Danny checks his blinged out Rolex watch. Justine shields her 
eyes.

JUSTINE
Jesus, Danny could you have any 
more bedazzles on that shit?

He ignores her.

DANNY
I heard they only got a hundred 
pairs. We shouldn't have stopped to 
get her stupid boba.

JUSTINE
NO ONE said you had to come with me 
and my brother okay? Go wait in 
line by yourself.

(CONTINUED)



This shuts Danny up.

RONNY
We should be fine, everyone always 
hits up the Footlocker anyways.

DANNY
I'm tellin' ya Ronny, you should 
sell that pair Justine gets for 
you.

RONNY
This is why you ain't a real 
sneakerhead ok? It's "one to rock, 
one to stock."

DANNY
Why you gotta make me feel all 
small like that? I'mma real 
sneakerhead-

JUSTINE
-How much can he get for 'em?

DANNY
Probably a G.

JUSTINE
What?! Damn I should keep them.

Ronny has a panicked look.

JUSTINE (CONT’D)
Calm down. But damn, really, a G?

DANNY
It's a lucrative business. How else 
do you think I stay this fly?

Ronny and Justine share a look and try not to laugh.

DANNY (CONT’D)
Oh, ya'll cold-blooded.

INT. FAST FOOD JOINT- CONTINUOUS2 2

Behind the counter, two cashiers are watching the clock as 
well. MIKE (23), Puerto Rican, disgruntled and bad at showing 
his indifference to working, hands a receipt to a customer. 
He looks over to EDDIE (22), Black, who is ringing someone 
up. Both sporting NIKE SNEAKERS, as well. An EMPLOYEE CHARLES 
places fries on Eddie's tray, and accidentally steps on one 
of Eddie's sneaker.

2.
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(CONTINUED)



EDDIE
Yo! Watch the sneaks.

CHARLES
(mumbles)

Don't wear them to work.

EDDIE *
What was that? *

MIKE *
Yea, what you say bitch? *

CHARLES shuffles away.

MIKE (CONT’D)
Yeah, that's what I thought. NEXT. 
Hello, next!

The CUSTOMER is on his cellphone with a BIG GROUP OF LOUD 
ASIANS IN MID-DISCUSSION. Mike rolls his eyes.

MIKE (CONT.) (CONT’D)
This shift's goin' by so fuckin' 
slow. Next!

EDDIE
I just wanna get in line already.

EDDIE pulls out his ringing cellphone under the counter and 
ignores it.

MIKE
But she's gonna save our spots 
right?

EDDIE
(distracted)

Yeah.

MIKE
Next! (mutters) Just hurry up and 
order fuckin' chinks, gotdamn.

Eddie laughs and puts his phone away.

EDDIE
Next!

Ronny cuts around the big Asian group and waves Justine and 
Danny over. EDDIE catches sight of Danny's shoes- a pang of 
jealousy hits him. Ronny smiles politely.

3.
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RONNY
Hi, can I get a number six with a 
Coke please? What do you guys want?

DANNY
Ummmm-

Danny squints at the menu above. Eddie looks at the clock, 
and taps his foot.

RONNY
Hurry up! You still don't know?

JUSTINE
Get me a number 7, but with 
cheesesticks. Wait. Should I getta 
milkshake? I have boba already...

RONNY
OH my god!

EDDIE
Name?

DANNY
Yeah, should I not just drink 
anything? I don't want to have to 
go pee. Remember last time those 
girls gave me shit for peeing on 
the wall-

Ronny tries to calm himself. Eddie boredly fills in their 
receipt name on the register: THE CHING CHONGS. Ronny, 
unaware, turns back, smiling apologetically.

RONNY
Sorry bout that. Number 8 and a 
Number 7 with cheesesticks and a 
strawberry milkshake. Thank you!

INT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE- NIGHT3 3

A neon sign "HYPEBEASTS" flickers above a tower of shoeboxes- 
THE HOLY GRAIL. An EMPLOYEE places the last few sneakers on 
top of the display. *

JEROME
Hurry yo ass up.

4.
CONTINUED: (2)2 2
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The manager, JEROME (33), a stylish Black man, who is 
actually DONNING the very pair of sneakers himself, appears 
from the stock room and jiggles his keys to signal closing 
time. He fist-bumps the first security guard FRANK (40), 
Puerto Rican, surly, and over this crap.

JEROME (CONT’D)
You ready for this?

FRANK
Fuck no, I hate this black Friday 
typa shit.

JEROME
My lil' ray of sunshine. (to 
employee) Come on let's move!

The employee gets down from his ladder with JIM's (38) help, 
the other security guard, Black, good-natured and a strong 
contrast from Frank.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE - CONTINUOUS4 4

Jim opens the door and lets them out. Posters for the new 
sneaker's release plasters one of the windows. *

JEROME
Can I get everyone's attention?

There is a line of excited customers ABOUT FIFTY, MOSTLY GUYS- 
wrapped around the side of the store. A stereo is blasting.

JEROME (CONT.) (CONT’D)
I'm Jerome, I'm sure ya'll know who 
I am. You made the righ choice 
comin' here. Let me lay down some *
rules- At 8am, we'll open the doors 
to ONE CUSTOMER at a time. Each 
customer is allowed to buy ONE 
PAIR, I REPEAT ONE PAIR, EACH.

Some boo. As Jerome continues, people stop listening and the 
crowd gets loud again. The camera begins to weave through 
line- BEGIN LONG TAKE:

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)- CONT.5 5

JEROME (O.S.)
Not my decision, but please respect 
it. Yo, real talk- let's make this 
fun for everyone.  

5.
CONTINUED:3 3

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



No yelling, pushing, or cutting, or 
else these two big strapping men 
will have to kick you outta line.

A SMALL TENT is first in line. We can't see who's inside.

Behind it, two WHITE WANNABE THUGS, with oversized hoodies, 
sideways caps, and baggy basketball shorts, try to impress 
each other with their levels of "badassery". ERIC (26) makes 
jerking off motions towards the tent. SAM (25) makes female 
sex noises. NO RESPONSE FROM PERSON IN TENT. They laugh.

Eric, wearing GLASSES, rubs his hands together.

ERIC
Pheww, as soon as I cop dem joints 
playa, I'mma look sick as fuck.

SAM
Yo it aint possible with those 
glasses, son. You look like Santa 
Claus.

Sam laughs. Eric is not amused.

ERIC
Ey yo, I told you my contacts was 
buggin dawg.

Sam laughs more.

ERIC (CONT.) (CONT’D)
Least I ain't got no braces.

Sam's fully invisilined smile quickly fades.

EARL, A SKATER, CUTS THROUGH THE TWO AND DOWN LINE TO:

THE HIP SKATERS. Wearing cargo shorts with pulled up 
tubesocks, crewneck sweaters, and snapbacks- they're walking 
advertisements for SUPREME.

TYLER (21) the photographer of the group, is documenting 
everything on his IPHONE with INSTAGRAM. Earl has ruined 
their pic. The group groans and Earl joins the picture.

TYLER
What the fuck Earl! Hurry up and 
pose nigga, I ain't got all day.

EARL
Bitch, you have all night.

6.
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RAY
Don't forget to get the shoes in it 
this time.

TYLER
Stand closer together, I can't fit 
y'all in wid dis cropping shit.

The group click their tongues and groan.

TYLER (CONT.) (CONT’D)
Do you want this on the popular 
page or not!

They mock him but as he yells 3-2-1, they take a moment to 
"get serious" and NOT SMILE for the pic. CLICK.

A white woman DIANE (47), well dressed with a CHANEL PURSE 
walks by curious.

Diane nears the end of the line and asks ELENA (19), a Puerto 
Rican girl, texting and full of ATTITUDE. She wears very 
tight clothing along with a clean pair of sneaks. She's 
sitting down in a folding chair.

DIANE
What's this for?

ELENA
What?

She takes out one of her earphone buds.

DIANE
What's this line for?

Elena rolls her eyes and points to the poster. Diane looks 
and laughs, a little too condescendingly for Elena.

DIANE (CONT’D)
All this for sneakers?

ELENA
If I told you it was for that 
Chanel purse would you still be 
lookin' down on us and shit? Bitch, 
bye.

Elena stares her down and goes back to texting. Her friends 
KELLY (18), an awkward black girl sucking on a RINGPOP and 
BRIAN (19), a gay Puerto Rican boy with a Forever 21 work 
lanyard, snicker. They sit on the floor next to Elena.

7.
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KELLY
Damn Elena why you gottabe sucha 
bitch?

ELENA
Cuz she can't fuckin' read, shit. 
Ugh, where the hell is he?

BRIAN
Maybe he's with Vanessa.

Kelly oohs. Elena's stare turns cold.

ELENA
Don't be fuckin' even jokin' about 
that trickass hoodrat.

She dials a number. More people line up behind her.

END OF LONG TAKE

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE- CONTINUOUS6 6

JEROME
Alright fellas. See ya in the 
mornin. Get some rest, oh wait, 
haha, you can't.

JIM
Whateva, man.

Jerome slaps the security guards on their backs and leaves. 
The crowd gets loud again. The boombox blasts. Frank sighs. 
TWO SKATERS skateboard past him and Jim, trying to do Ollies.

FRANK
Fuckin' hate that guy. Ey! Quit 
playin' and cut that shit out.

INT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE- CONTINUOUS7 7

The lights go off in the store, except for a spotlight on the 
tower of boxes- VERY DRAMATIC.

EXT. ORCHARD STREET- NIGHT8 8

The three walk out determined to make the shoe line. Justine 
ruffles through her bag, shoving fries in her face, and 
slowing the pack down. Danny quickens his pace.

DANNY
Come on, it's already eight.

8.
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She slows down.

JUSTINE
They forgot to give me my 
cheesesticks!

RONNY
You can have some of my fries, 
lessgo.

They keep walking without her.

JUSTINE
I'm not gonna wait in line for your 
goddamn shoes without my 
cheesesticks!

RONNY
We can't get back in line.

DANNY
Yea!

JUSTINE
Just check the receipt!

Exasperated, Ronny stops to looks in his bag for the crumpled 
receipt at the bottom. He pulls it out and reads it.

RONNY
SEE! NO, they didn't... hear you.

JUSTINE
UGHHH, that fucker!

DANNY
Do you really wanna wait in that 
line again? Come on.

Her shoulders slump and lets out a sound of helplessness.

JUSTINE
MWEHHH!

DANNY
I swear to god, Justine...

She snatches the receipt from Ronny, who is too slow to grab 
it back. In the very corner in small print she sees THE CHING 
CHONGS. She looks at Ronny.

9.
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DANNY (CONT.) (CONT’D)
Ugh, you guys, they're just cheese 
sticks!

JUSTINE
What the fuck! (to Ronny) Were you 
tryna hide this from me?

Danny looks at the receipt. He LAUGHS.

JUSTINE (CONT.) (CONT’D)
It's not funny motherfucker! God, 
that fucking asshole! Let's go back 
and complain.

She turns and heads back to the restaurant. She stops. 
Ronny's still with Danny.

JUSTINE (CONT.) (CONT’D)
Ronny!?

Ronny checks his watch again, he's conflicted.

RONNY
We can't be late.

DANNY
Yeah, fuck that cashier, let's go.

JUSTINE
What are you talking about? We have 
to do something.

RONNY
Look, we don't have time for this, 
it doesn't matter.

Ronny turns away and continues walking, Danny following suit. 
Confused, Justine follows. They pass by posters for the 
sneaker release.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)- LATER9 9

CUT LIKE A DOCUMENTARY FROM THE POV of FETTI DBIASI, a black 
woman and a Youtube personality. She's documenting the shoe 
line, interviewing people and showing their shoes. She's near 
the front.

FETTI DBIASI
Whassgood whassgood ya'll already 
know. This is FETTI DBIASI, 
sneakerfiend for KICKS on the LINE. 

10.
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Checkin' who's out tonight, gettin 
them never before released _____. 
Ey, how long you guys been here?

GEGATWIN
Since 5 am yesterday mornin'.

FETTI DBIASI
Oh word?

Sam and Eric try to get in the video.

SAM
We been here since Wednesday.

FETTI DBIASI
Damn. You haven't showered since 
then?

ERIC
(proudly)

No ma'am.

She points her camera to the tent.

FETTI DBIASI
Any idea how long this guy been 
here?

SAM
No idea.

FETTI DBIASI
Dass wassup, dass wassup. Hardcore 
sneakahead right there, gotta give 
'em props.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)-NIGHT, CONT.10 10

Ronny and Danny line up a few spots behind Elena. Justine 
sulks behind them.

Danny tries to guesstimate how many people there are in front 
of them.

DANNY
Phew, we should be okay. Oh shit, 
Fetti's here. I wanna get in that 
video.

Danny and Ronny dig into their food. Ronny offers Justine 
some of his fries. She shakes her head, clearly pissed off 
and no appetite. He sighs.

11.
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FETTI DBIASI (CONT'D)
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JUSTINE
(quietly only for him to 
hear)

How does it not matter?

RONNY
You're right. It's stupid. That guy 
IS stupid. But you can't get worked 
up about every stupid person you 
meet. There's too many of them.

He points to Danny, who has almost choked from eating too 
fast. Justine doesn't smile.

JUSTINE
You're my big brother. You're 
supposed to have my back.

She sits down Indian style against the wall and puts on some 
headphones. Ronny tries to say something, but decides against 
it.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)- CONT.A10 A10

Elena has caught sight of Justine's bubble tea. She makes 
Kelly and Brian look.

ELENA
Ew, what the fuck is she drinking? 
Looks like fuckin' fish eggs.

Brian laughs.

KELLY
(timidly)

It's those Asian drinks. They're 
pretty good.

ELENA
Ugh, nasty. Probably made of dog or 
somethin'.

Brian laughs and Kelly goes back to licking her lollipop. 
Ronny has heard everything.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE- 1 AM11 11

The line has calmed down a bit, but now much longer. Frank 
yawns.

FRANK
I'mma piss. I'll be back. You want 
some coffee?

12.
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JIM
Yeah, black thanks.

He leaves. A few SKATERS use this as a go pass to keep 
skating.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)- CONT.12 12

Danny has nodded off to sleep against the wall in an 
uncomfortable position. His mouth wide open, Justine tries to 
put a tapioca ball in it. Ronny reprimands her.

RONNY
Hey, don't do that. He might choke.

Danny wakes up, Justine disappointed. The three of them sit 
around as Ronny deals them a game of poker.

Loud voices interrupt the quiet. Ronny looks up to see a 
group of guys, led by Eddie and Mike, approach the surprised 
Elena.

ELENA
Where the hell have you been?

EDDIE
I told you I had work!

ELENA
Til 1 am??

They crowd around the siblings and Danny too close, irking 
Justine. One of them kicks her cards.

JUSTINE
Hey, watch out!

She looks up to see EDDIE, and she recognizes him 
immediately. She looks at Ronny in disbelief. Ronny starts to 
sweat.

DANNY
They better not be cutting us right 
now.

EDDIE
Thanks for holding our spots, ma.

JUSTINE
Oh hell no.

She looks to see he and Elena bickering but she gives in and 
they start making out. Justine is disgusted.

13.
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A few people behind them are getting upset that these guys 
have obviously cut.

PERSON #1
HEY, get back in the line!

A few echo him. The group ignores them. Justine gets up, fed 
up as well.

RONNY
Hey, hey what are you doing? Just 
leave it alone.

JUSTINE
No, it's not right. I'm not gonna 
stand behind these assclowns.

She cuts through their group.

JUSTINE (CONT.) (CONT’D)
Excuse me, you guys need to get in 
the back of the line.

A few laugh, but they ignore her. Eddie and Elena are still 
in the heat of it.

JUSTINE (CONT.) (CONT’D)
HELLO? Hey you, Mr. ChingChong! ALL 
OF YOU need to get in the back of 
the line.

They break their kiss and look at her like she's crazy.

ELENA
I've been saving their spots, so 
chill out.

JUSTINE
No way, you're pissing a lot of 
people behind you.

ELENA
Fuck off.

JUSTINE
Have another abortion and stay 
outta this.

Kelly and Brian gasp. Danny tries to hide his laughter. Ronny 
shakes his head- this can't be happening. Elena has daggers 
in her eyes.

14.
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JUSTINE (CONT.) (CONT’D)
If you guys don't get to the back 
of the line, I'll tell that guard. 
He'll kick you all out. *

The realization dawns on Brian and Kelly.

BRIAN
Just go to the back man, I don't 
wanna lose my spot.

MIKE
Shut up faggot it ain't gonna 
happen.

EDDIE
Tell your little snitch to calm 
down.

Justine is livid. Danny butts in.

DANNY
Hey man, that ain't cool.

Few guys snicker. Eddie sizes up Danny with a smirk. He goes 
up to Danny.

EDDIE
Yeah? What you gon' do about it? 
Pull out yo nunchucks? Just cuz you 
got those ____ on yo feet, don't 
make you bettah than me. You think 
you hard, nigga? Jeremy Lin's been 
inflating all ya'll chinks egos, I 
swear. You ain't black son. You 
ain't never gon' be black.

Danny blushes.

Justine looks at Ronny. Everyone behind them now is yelling. 
JIM hears the ruckus and starts to head over.

JIM
Fuck, hurry up Frank.

INT. BODEGA- NIGHT CONTINUOUS13 13

FRANK has two coffees in his hand, chatting up the Indian 
owner, AL.

15.
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AL
No no no. Back problem? You're too 
young to have back problem.

FRANK
I don't know, everytime I bend down 
it's like...

AL
What'd you ever do to have a back 
problem? Me, I got hit by bus.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)- CONTINUOUS14 14

Eddie's up in Danny's face. His friends enjoy this. Justine 
lurches forward but Ronny holds her back and cuts in.

RONNY
Just get back in the line before 
you get us all kicked out.

Two older black guys, JAMES (26) and CHRIS (27) in front of 
Elena's group turn around.

JAMES
Yo quit messin' and leave em' 
alone.

EDDIE
Mind yo business, niggah.

MIKE
Ey, yo Eddie I think Pacman and 
Bruce REE wanna fight you!

JUSTINE
Shut the fuck up! Don't let them 
talk us like that Kuya!

Danny sort of hides behind Ronny.

DANNY
Yeah, don't let them talk to us 
like that.

RONNY
I don't want to fight! I just want 
my fucking sneakers.

Eddie laughs and slaps Ronny's shoulders.

EDDIE
Us too...chink.

16.
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He turns around. Ronny looks at Justine who looks 
DISAPPOINTINGLY back at him.

JUSTINE
(bitingly)

Figures.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)- CONT.A14 A14

Ronny feels a bit of SHAME and PRESSURE. He looks down at 
Eddie's sneakers and his fists start to clench. AS IF WILLED 
BY ANOTHER FORCE, Ronny finds himself grabbing Justine's 
BOBA. He goes to tap Eddie's shoulder-

Eddie turns around. SPLAT! Tea and boba balls fall onto 
Eddie's pristine white sneakers.

There is no time to react as Ronny SOCKS him in the FACE. 
Justine gasps.

EDDIE spirals into MIKE who falls into RAY who is 
skateboarding. Ray falls backs and his skateboard shoots out 
from underneath him into one of EDDIE'S friends.

RAY heated gets up quickly and shoves Mike, who then shoves 
him into people in front of them. Those people start pushing 
each other.

EDDIE regains his balance and aims for Ronny. He lands a 
RIGHT HOOK. Ronny staggers back. DANNY feebly pulls out a 
BLADE on his keychain, but EDDIE'S FRIEND #1 knocks it out of 
his hand to the floor. Eddie sees it and grabs it, Justine 
sees this.

JUSTINE
RONNY LOOK OUT!

ELENA
What the fuck Eddie, don't!

Justine lunges at Eddie and bulldozes him, taking down some 
chairs. She swings at him and the knife dangles dangerously 
close to her face. He pushes her off him and goes straight 
for Ronny.

Danny grabs the SKATEBOARD on the floor and swings at Eddie's 
head. SMACK. Elena screams. He goes down COLD. No one is more 
surprised than Danny, who shakes a little bit. He looks at 
Ronny and Justine and then is sacked out of frame.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)-CONT.15 15

FRANK has FINALLY RETURNED and sees the fight out of control

17.
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FRANK
No no no no no!

He drops his coffee and runs to pull people apart.

FRANK (CONT’D)
STOP IT OR I WILL CANCEL THIS 
EVENT! NO ONE's GETTING ANY SHOES!

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE- CONT.17 17

A LOUD CRASH. The glass window has been broken into with the 
iron gate barrier. People rush into the store led by Sam and 
Eric, pushing others out of the way. They come running out 
with the SHOEBOXES. They push and shove.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)16 16

Told from Fetti's CAMERA POV:

FETTI DBIASI
This is FETTI D, showing you live 
the chaos here in front of 
HYPEBEASTS. Not sure what happened 
but now people be beefin' over 
these sneaks!

The line no longer exists. Justine, Ronny, and Danny have all 
lost each other as people rush towards the store.

A glass bottle is thrown into a nearby car's front window. 
Glass breaks. TYLER AND RAY smash the windshield with their 
boards.

Justine looks at the madness around her, frightened. Chaos.

She gets shoved out of the way and onto the floor. She covers 
her head for protection. A few people step on her.

JUSTINE
RONNY!!

Ronny searches above the crowd.

RONNY
Justine! Justine!

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)18 18

JEROME runs to the scene, not believing the chaos. He makes a 
call.

18.
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JEROME
Shit!

He's shoved to the floor by people running away from the 
store.

PERSON #1
Grab his shoes yo!

Two unknown people hold Jerome down as a third rips the 
sneakers off his feet. Sirens begin to blare. Police cars are 
coming.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE- CONT.19 19

Ronny searches above the crowd, no sign of Justine or Danny. 
As he inches near the entrance of the store, he stops- there 
they are, in all their untouched glory: the sneakers. Still 
majestically lit. He watches as people leave the store, hands 
full of boxes. No one is around. He moves forward, and then 
stops- he hears Justine calling his name somewhat close by.

EXT. HYPEBEASTS SNEAKER STORE (REED SPACE)20 20

RONNY runs and follows Justine's yelling. He finds her on the 
floor, shoves some people out of the way, and helps her up.

Police cars pull up. Cops come running in with BATONS and 
begin hitting people in their way. JAMES from before is 
fighting with MIKE. A cop comes and strikes both of them. 
James immediately falls to the floor.

Justine screams and rushes for JAMES, but is grabbed by 
Ronny. He pulls her away.

RONNY
Jus come on!

MEANWHILE- the zipper of the tent in front of the line opens 
up. CRAIG (32) white hippie with long dreadlocks looks out, 
rubbing the sleep from his eyes.

CRAIG
You've got to be kidding me. Fuck!

He goes back in to get his OCCUPY WALL STREET SIGN and then 
joins the "protest".

19.
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EXT. STAPLE STREET ALLEY- MOMENTS LATER21 21

Justine and Ronny run with other sneakerheads. A COP CAR 
comes their way, they veer off and hide into AN ALLEY trying 
to catch their breath. Ronny holds his face, it's bleeding. 
Justine holds back tears, shaking and mumbling.

RONNY
Where the fuck is Danny?

JUSTINE
I don't know where he is!

RONNY
It's okay, it'll be okay.

He stops when he sees Elena helping Eddie hobble into the 
alleyway. Justine catches sight of them too, panicked.

They all lock eyes. Ronny MAKES A START at EDDIE but Justine 
stops him. Ronny sees the fear in their eyes.

WITH ONE LAST LOOK, Eddie turns and leaves with Elena.

Ronny and Justine both sink to the floor against the wall, 
trying to think. Ronny puts his head in hands.

RONNY (CONT’D)
I'm sorry Justine.

JUSTINE
No, I'm sorry. It's all my fault.

Ronny looks at her and shakes her.

RONNY
It wasn't your fault and it wasn't 
mine either. You understand me?

An ambulance siren blares. Ronny gets up and peeks out the 
alley. Coast is clear. Few sneakerheads run the other way. He 
goes back to the shaken up Justine.

RONNY (CONT’D)
Are you okay? We should go.

Justine is too afraid to move. He lends her his hand.

RONNY (CONT.) (CONT’D)
I got you.

She wipes her face and nods. She takes his hand and he leads 
her. 
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They turn the corner and SMACK- THEY BUMP INTO SOMEONE who 
drops a shoebox. Justine screams. It's DANNY, his clothes and 
shoes messed up, a bright SHINER on his cheek.

RONNY (CONT’D)
Goddamnit Danny, you scared the 
shit out of us!

JUSTINE
DANNY!

She hugs him, startling him.

DANNY
So you do care about me.

Justine clicks her tongue and shoves him. She sees the 
shoebox on the floor.

JUSTINE
Are you serious!?

DANNY
WHAT!

RONNY
Leave them.

DANNY
But-

RONNY
I said leave them.

Danny reluctantly places the box on the floor. A siren 
blares.

RONNY (CONT’D)
Come on let's go!

Together they scramble away, Justine and Danny bickering into 
the night.

FADE TO BLACK.
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